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Bene�ts of Cheap Communication

� increases diversity of ideas

{ Example: conventional media do a poor job of

covering views far from the mainstream

� Recent hagiography of Mother Teresa;

suppression of Parker Barss Donham's critical

article by Halifax Daily News

{ Example: those who can't a�ord to speak in

conventional media can do so on the Internet

� increased ow brings us closer to economies of perfect

information

{ Example: when telephones were introduced in rural

towns in Sri Lanka, small farmers increased their

prices to middlemen from 50 to 60% of the Colombo

price to 80 to 90% of the Colombo price

� removes isolation

{ Example: use of shortwave radio by native

communities in northern Canada for schooling,

medical emergencies, etc.

{ Tero Sand, contributor to talk.origins
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Bene�ts of Cheap Communication (Continued)

� weapon against tyranny

{ When a French judge banned Le Grand Secret,

an expose�e of Mitterrand's ill health while in o�ce,

written by his personal physician, copies appeared

on the Internet

{ e-mail said to have played a crucial role in preventing

the Russian military from toppling Yeltsin

{ Stalin, on the proposed construction of a national

telephone network in the USSR: \I can imagine

no greater instrument of counter-revolution in our

time."

� tool for social action

{ Nobel prize-winner and anti-landmine activist Jody

Williams used the Internet to organize her treaty

drive

{ \It was facilitated by modern communications { the

Internet, e-mail and fax. People could get up-to-

date information at the drop of a dime." { Mark

Gwozdecky, February 1998
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The Twilight of Sovereignty

� title of Walter Wriston's 1992 book

� sovereignty is, at its root, control over a physical

territory

� but cyberspace is not really a physical territory

{ Example: Usenet postings \consist of continuously

changing collections of messages that are routed

from one network to another across the global net,

with no centralized location at all. They exist, in

e�ect, everywhere, nowhere in particular, and only

on the Net." (David G. Post)

� governments can no longer e�ectively control

information that crosses national borders

{ \Satellites are no respecters of ideology." (Walter

Wriston)

� \[Cyberspace] is not a system designed for the

convenience of lawyers." (David G. Post)
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The Twilight of Sovereignty

� reactions have varied from resignation to bluster

{ US Customs Service has e�ectively given up: \...we

recognize that the U.S. Customs Service cannot,

for all practical purposes, enforce a prohibition

on importation by transmission, given the global

dimensions of the information infrastructure of the

future..."

{ RCMP raids on satellite dish owners

{ Minnesota Attorney General's o�ce distributed a

\Warning to All Internet Users and Providers"

stating \persons outside of Minnesota who transmit

information via the Internet knowing that

information will be disseminated in Minnesota are

subject to jurisdiction in Minnesota courts for

violations of state criminal and civil laws."
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Rationales for Regulation

� \cultural protection"

{ Micro-Bytes case (Canada)

� Micro-Bytes, a Qu�ebec computer company,

removed most of its WWW home page in June

1997 after being noti�ed by the OLF that is

company violated the language law

{ Georgia Tech Lorraine case (France)

� Georgia Tech maintained a campus in eastern

France for Americans; France attempted to force

them to translate the page to French

{ simultaneous substitution

� �nancial rationale startling in its frankness

� Canadian Association of Broadcasters:

simultaneous substitution \has done a good job

protecting broadcasters' rights by keeping

hundreds of millions of Canadian advertising

dollars from owing across the U.S. border."
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Rationales for Regulation (Continued)

� copyright and intellectual property

{ JET report case (England)

{ Mondex case (Canada)

� national security

{ cryptographic export restrictions (USA)

{ domestic cryptography restrictions (USA)

� protecting minorities

{ hate speech on Internet

� Zundel hearings before CHRC

� ensuring accurate information

{ \The Singapore government isn't interested in

controlling information, but wants a gradual phase-

in of services to protect ourselves. It's not to

control, but to protect the citizens of Singapore.

In our society, you can state your views, but they

have to be correct." { Ernie Hai, director of the

Singapore Government Internet Project
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Rationales for Regulation (Continued)

� protection of minors

{ �lters in public libraries and schools

{ Current �lters are too coarse a tool: they remove

much legitimate information

{ Filter builders often have an agenda, e.g., CleanNet

and the International Internet Alliance

{ The Burlington Public Library recently rejected

censorship in favour of other kinds of solutions

� international treaty commitments

{ Example: McGill's Irwin Cotler argues that as a

signatory to the International Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,

Canada has a statutory obligation to legislate

against hate speech on the Internet
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International Regulation of the Internet

� Singapore

{ Web site owners may not distribute \objectionable

material"

{ Sponsors of discussion groups must register with

Singapore Broadcasting Authority

{ Content providers and service providers held legally

responsible for what is transmitted

{ Government has searched individual accounts

looking for those who have downloaded sexually

explicit material

� China

{ Commercial Internet service much too expensive for

all but the richest citizens

{ The alt, rec, and soc Usenet hierarchies are not

allowed on Chinese computers

{ People desiring accounts must register with the

Postal Ministry

{ It is forbidden to \produce, retrieve, duplicate or

spread information that may hinder public order"
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International Regulation of the Internet

� India

{ The state-owned telephone company, VSNL, has a

monopoly on international Internet service

{ Based on the Indian Telegraph Act of 1885, an

ISP must ensure nothing objectionable or obscene

is transmitted

� Malaysia

{ Information Minister Datuk Mohamed Rahmat

stated that those using the Internet to criticize the

government \will face the music"

{ Education Minister proposed ending scholarships

to students using the Internet to criticize the

government

� South Korea

{ Government plans to demand local computer

networks prohibit access to banned sites

{ Sexually explicit material, as well as information

about making bombs or drugs, will be banned
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Internet Regulation as Global Folly

� States may succeed in enforcing laws against individu-

als

� However, the o�ending documents themselves will still

be available

� Censorship simply draws more attention to the

document in question

� Censorship applied to foreign states may result in

retaliatory action

� Which is more important, that Canadian ideas are

available for world consumption, or that Canadians are

\protected" from unpleasant or o�ensive foreign ideas?
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What Will Replace Sovereignty on the Internet?

� One possibility: more uniform international law

{ more multilateral treaties

{ more international governing bodies

{ very di�cult to achieve international agreements on

some subjects

� Another possibility: more decentralized law-making

{ service providers become new sovereigns

{ users can choose a service provider in line with their

needs

{ service providers enforce rules through user

agreements and use punishment such as

\banishment"

{ a good model provided there is diversity in service

providers

� Trotter Hardy has suggested an analogy with Lex

Mercatoria

{ Lex Mercatoria: a legal system that arose in the

Middle Ages to govern transactions at trade fairs

� Perhaps we need a Lex Cyberia { rules developed and

enforced by the people who actually use the Internet
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